
 C85  British Railways “Bolster D VB” - BDV / “BSW Timber” Bogie Bolster Wagon
Prototype:  BR Bolster Ds were based on the final version of the LNER Quint D bogie bolster wagons which had steel bodywork.  This kit is 
for the D1/484(1961-63) wagons which had Gloucester cast bogies and were vacuum fitted – these also had “squared” oval buffers. By 1984, 
283 wagons had been fitted with air pipes (BDW), later some (20-30) had 12 tall stanchions to enable timber (logs) to be carried (BSW). It is 
believed that some were used to remove timber from the south-east in 1987 after the “hurricane”. They were also used for Scottish timber 
traffic. Only a few remained in revenue use by 1994 –  some may have lasted longer as departmentals.
References: “BR Wagons” Vol 1, page 117 and Plate 151 p.119 (OPC); “Wagons of the final years of  BR” pp.65-6 (D. Larkin, Kestrel).

BSW

CONSTRUCTION: note that one bolster base, brake lever racks & brakelevers are on the 
small sprues. Vac. brake gear and buffer heads are on the bogie detail sprues. Only the body 
side halves, end, cross bar & bogie spacer plate are used from the “body” moulding.  
Underframe: Begin by butt jointing the two halves of the floor – the E on the underside marks 
the end  of the wagon. Leave to set, and detail the bogies as described below. Remove the 
solebars and headstocks carefully from the sprues and fit round the underside of the floor - the 
solebars fit  against the studs on the floor. Add the two centre trusses (plain sides inwards). 
Ensure that they are in line with the solebar trusses by checking with a steel rule against the 
vertical part of the the trusses. Stand the wagon on end & fit the cross bar (with 4 triangles on) 
at the bottom  of the trusses. Repeat for other end. 
Bogies:  12mm 3-hole wheels & bearings are required for these bogies. Fit the bearings from 
the inside, (this is  easier if a drop of solvent is put in the holes in the frame), and add the 
wheels by putting one axle into a bearing and gently spreading the frames so that the other end 
can be put into its bearing. The bearings can be adjusted by moving them in or out to give the 
best running of the wheels. 
Fit round axlebox covers onto the bearings. Put screws through bolsters from the side with 4 pegs, 
place the bogie on the bolster & add the nut. Hornby or Bachmann couplings can be fitted by adding 
the adaptor plates to the outer pegs on the underside of the bogie centre extension and attaching the 
coupling to the adaptor. Fit the spring units to the bogie sides. 
Body: butt joint the side pieces of the body together (the 5 rivets are at the end of the  wagon). The 
sides fit over the edge of the floor, & the ends butt against the end of the floor between the sides.  
The centre bolster and those either side of the centre were fixed, but the end ones could be on 
either of the planks with the holes at the ends.. The end positions were usually  for a load which was 
longer than the wagon, entailing the use of a “runner” wagon, e.g.  a 4wheel “Plate”. 
If the load only overhung at one end, two Bolster Ds could share 
the “runner”. In this case only the bolster at the overhanging end 
would be on the outer position.
Fit the buffer extensions & heads and add the bogies — there is a 
spacer on the body sprues which should be fitted to the four studs on 
the floor ends before fixing the bogies (which mount on the spacers). 
Brake Gear: cut the curly plates off the brakelevers and fit the levers on the 
diagonals of the solebar trusses, under the edge of the solebar. The right 
hand lever has the reversing cam on the V hanger. Fit this lever with the 
centre line of the V hanger 21mm to the right of the RH vertical kingpost of 
the truss (see diagram). Repeat on the other side of the wagon. These two 
brake levers should be fitted on the truss, so that the centre of the V hanger 
is exactly opposite the corresponding lever. Cut the wire supplied (approx. 
29.5mm long) and fit between the V  hangers — there are small locating 
holes in the backs. Add the racks to the right of the levers as on the 
diagram. Fit the tops on the vacuum cylinders. 
The outer V hanger should be fitted behind the solebars, 13mm to the right 
of the LH kingpost, the vac. cylinders fit to the floor behind the small “v”. 
Cut wire 19mm long, & put it through thehole in the inner V hanger and through the 
arm (next to Vac. cyl. on sprue).  Line up with the outer V hanger & attach the inner 
hanger to the outer side of the inner truss base (see picture). When this has set, the arm 
can be attached to the peg on the vac. cylinder. Repeat for other side.
BDV: Use the 4 short bolster bases from the bolster sprue and one from the brake lever 
sprue, plus the five “double-sided” bolster tops & fit to the bolster bases with the 8 
stanchion holes on the top. There are slightly raised “planks” on the floor, on which the 
bolster bases fit. Fit the stanchions in the bolsters, where required for the load. 
BSW:  fit the channels with ribs on the underside, on top of the “rings”, 5 planks either 
side of the centre, and the others on the raised “planks” (not those at the very end of the 
floor) – 6 channels in all. Stanchions go in the channels with the flange resting on top of 
the side. “Winches” (from Bols D bolster sprue) were fitted on the solebars – 8 per side 
at approx. 11, 31, 58 and 83mm from each end.
Painting: Bols D/BDV – Sides / Ends including buffer guides: BR Bauxite (PP 127). 
Underframe, brakelevers and bogies: black, later “chocolate brown”. Weathered wood 
floor, but might have been grey originally; light grey inside of ends and sides. 
Handles of brake levers and rack bars were white. Numbers 
were B927800 - B927999 and B928000 - 199.  The numbers 
were on black patches on the left-hand end of the sides, above 
the left-hand axlebox. The load “42t” or “42.5t” was above the 
number, with the tare (c. 20T) to the right (or 20.700kg).  
“BOLSTER D VB” or TOPS codes if applied (BDV) on side 
above RH axlebox on black patches. Pre-TOPS the tare would 
have been at the RH end on a black patch. 
Later, maintenance data panels were at this end.   BSW - Underframe black, body sides R/freight Grey (PP182), body end & on some: side 
panel for “Railfreight” red (PP181). Not all BSW wagons were repainted (). Known BSW Nos. – B927800, 809, 847, 882, 887, 892, 908, 916, 
936, 966; 928023, (928031), 111, 132, 137, 156 157, 175, (928177), 188, 193. In 1990, B928031 was repainted in the rare dark grey overall and 
yellow ends/winches (coded BSR - vac. brake was OOU?). BSWs were aintained at Carlisle Currock. Scottish locations: Crianlarich, 
Mossend, Oban, Taynuilt. Web: ukrailrollingstock.fotopic.net/c1681505.html  |  gallery6801.fotopic.net/c562810.html
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